HapHop-Physio: a computer game to support cognitive therapies in children
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Background: Care and support of children with physical or mental disabilities are accompanied with serious concerns for parents, families, healthcare institutions, schools, and their communities. Recent studies and technological innovations have demonstrated the feasibility of providing therapy and rehabilitation services to children supported by computer games.

Objective: The aim of this paper is to present HapHop-Physio, an innovative computer game that combines exercise with fun and learning, developed to support cognitive therapies in children.

Methods: Conventional software engineering methods such as the Scrum methodology, a functionality test and a related usability test, were part of the comprehensive methodology adapted to develop HapHop-Physio.

Results: The game supports visual and auditory attention therapies, as well as visual and auditory memory activities. The game was developed by a multidisciplinary team, which was based on the Hopscotch® platform provided by Fraunhofer Institute for Digital Media Technology IDMT Institute in Germany, and designed in collaboration with a rehabilitation clinic in Colombia. HapHop-Physio was tested and evaluated to probe its functionality and user satisfaction.

Conclusion: The results show the development of an easy-to-use and funny game by a multidisciplinary team using state-of-the-art videogame technologies and software methodologies. Children testing the game concluded that they would like to play again while undergoing rehabilitation therapies.

Introduction

Around 15% of the world population lives with some form of disability or limitation. Children with disabilities are less likely to attend regular school than non-disabled children and are more likely to be unemployed when they become adults.¹ Cognitive disabilities are commonly associated with major depression and suicidal behavior.² In Colombia, the Ministry of Health and Social Protection reported that more than 1.2 million citizens are living with some kind of disability, with cognitive disabilities being the most frequent ones present in 25% of the disabled part of the population. In people with cognitive disabilities, 65% have trouble thinking and memorizing things, and 35% have problems related to thinking and communication.³

Recent studies and technological innovations have demonstrated the feasibility of providing promising therapy and rehabilitation services for children supported by computer games, especially for treating some chronic diseases like diabetes, asthma or cancer; they are as well used for promoting healthy lifestyles like healthy nutrition and exercise.⁴ These games have high potential to enhance children’s motivation for
the therapy and facilitate their understanding of therapeutic concepts, thereby increasing their impact (compliance and adherence). Moreover, using games that combine exercise with fun (so called exer-games) is a well-acknowledged alternative to fight sedentary effects of passive or screen-based videogames. Exer-games are in place to provide benefits such as increasing physical activity and impacting psychosocial and cognitive aspects of children, hence improving conditions such as suicidal behavior and major depression. Consoles like Wii and Xbox equipped with sensors (cameras and motion sensors) are frequently used for therapies that promote physical activity in children with obesity or overweight.

Still, real evidence on the impact of exer-games, also called active games, as therapeutic aid for children with cognitive disabilities is scarce. An innovative strategy combining exercise and learning processes has been used for cognitive and physical therapies in the elderly. However, none of the found approaches in children considers strategies such as 1) combining exercise, learning, and fun (exer-learning games), 2) being developed to individually suit the needs of each child, and 3) conducting continuous evaluation and monitoring of the patient (user) in order to know and measure the results of the treatment and suggest changes according to the observed results.

This paper aims to present HapHop-Physio, a computer game created to support cognitive therapies dedicated to children. HapHop-Physio is classified as an exer-learning game and consists of a sensor mat (pad) as the input device and a video game for supporting the rehabilitation of children with intellectual and cognitive disabilities, giving a special focus on memory and concentration therapies. The overall purpose of this adopted technology will be the improvement of the outcome of cognitive rehabilitation in children. However, as a first approach for evaluating HapHop-Physio with children, we present the results of the measurement of the satisfaction level achieved with the game: whether the children could be able to play with the game, undergo the therapies, and have fun while playing it.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the Materials and methods section, we present the Hopscotch® platform on which the HapHop-Physio solution was based on along with the methodology and the specifications used for developing the game and evaluating the satisfaction of children. In the System developing and prototyping section, we explain in detail the structure of the game based on its therapeutic purpose with some gamification elements. In the Game evaluation section, we present the results of the evaluation process with children. Finally, we present the Discussion and Conclusion sections of this paper.

Methods

In order to establish a well-designed research and development process, a set of methods borrowed from the software engineering discipline has been selected and grouped in a five-fold process (Figure 1). The “Engineering Research Methodology” was adapted towards meeting the clinical and developmental goals.

The first stage of the methodology identification section was a state-of-the-art analysis of existing solutions. As for the second stage, HapHop-Physio was based on the Hopscotch® platform developed by Fraunhofer Institute for Digital Media Technology IDMT in Germany. The platform is based on the popular children’s game “hopscotch”. The interaction between the user and the platform is done through an electronic sensor mat (pad). The arrangement of the frames is similar to a T9 keyboard (Figure 2).

The Hopscotch® software component was developed using Unity3D, a platform for creating video games and interactive experiences; the common characteristic in video games is the ability of the player to interact with a virtual environment, generally through an artifact (e.g., joystick, touch screen control or, in this particular case, the mat); the environment reacts and responds to orders received directly by the player, and it sends new information enabling the users to interact with it. Hopscotch® strategy is based on the separation of hardware (the mat), software (algorithms), and content (questions, images). Using this strategy, Fraunhofer IDMT has developed several mini-games in a few pre-defined topics (mathematics, languages, and natural sciences); they all require direct interaction between the user and the video.
game through the mat. Since HapHop-Physio was based on Hopscotch®, its characteristics were taken as:

1. The Model View Controller, an architectural pattern intended to separate the data from the business logic and the user interface of a software product, was followed to develop the game.
2. A similar set-up to the Hopscotch® mat was used for the interaction between the user and the game. However, it was necessary to perform some modifications to hardware and software, such as adding the letter “ñ”, an additional physical button, and a mat built with lighter materials for easier transportation.
3. Unity3D development environment for the HapHop-Physio software component was used.

The well-established Scrum approach, an agile framework of iterative and incremental software development, was used as the main software development method to meet the third stage from the adapted methodology. During each iteration of the Scrum method or Work Sprint (whose length may vary), an update or even upgrade of the operating software was created; the product development process was decomposed resulting in a list of specific features and prioritized objectives. Applying this methodology, the research group performed meetings before and after each particular iteration to plan and evaluate the progress of the project; the process between the meetings was based on a continuous improvement model regarding the developed software. For each weekly deliverable, the speech pathologist evaluated the updated elements of the game against its clinical goal by providing feedback and new requirements to the development engineers until completion of a functional prototype.

Concerning clinical aspects, the developmental models based on the cognitive structure of the children and its association with brain development were used in order to design the structure and content for the video game.

For information capturing of requirements and usage context, the interview method was employed. Based on weekly meetings with cognitive rehabilitation experts, and especially with a speech pathologist responsible for directing the cognitive therapy program for children with identified learning problems in a local rehabilitation clinic in the city, the content of HapHop-Physio was eventually defined.

Testing and evaluation methods

Continuing with the fourth stage, the present study’s design was reviewed and approved by the Ethical Review Board of University of Cauca, Colombia (approval 2016/02/22) prior to recruitment and data collection. In addition, parents or legal guardians of children participating in the testing and evaluation phases signed a written informed consent. The informed consent contained the aims, methods, sources of funding, any possible conflicts of interest, institutional affiliations of the researchers, and the anticipated benefits and potential risks; it followed the ethical standards provided by the Institutional Ethical Review Board, which is consistent with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000.

The session for testing the functionality of HapHop-Physio was performed once the first prototype of the product was completed; the test was performed during an event held on September 24, 2015, in a major shopping mall of the city. The developed prototype already had all basic features of the final product, with the exception of the Visual Attention module. Five children with learning deficits, aged between six and 10 years, became part of the testing session. Each child used HapHop-Physio for an average of 30 minutes, performing a series of activities guided by a speech pathologist who had previously been trained in the use of the tool. During each session, the research group observed the way each participant interacted with the product, and at the end of the test, each child was asked about his or her experience with the game.

After the testing session and after performing some necessary adjustments to the game, a second prototype of HapHop-Physio was evaluated in a clinical environment. The evaluation consisted of the qualitative measurement of how funny the game appeared to the children. Fun in general can
be considered as the denominated “satisfaction”. The “Fun Toolkit” method was thus used to measure the fun experienced by children when using the product. The “fun” part of this method has three dimensions: expectations, engagement, and endurability.18

The first dimension was measured using Smiley-o-meter (Figure 3). In order to adequately measure the expectation dimension, it was necessary to apply this instrument before and after the child had interacted with the game. The engagement dimension was measured through video recording, identifying the way the children interacted with the product. It appeared to be important to identify signs of fun to determine whether the child had a positive or negative experience.

For the endurability dimension, the “Again-Again Table” was used to measure the desire of the children to repeat an activity they enjoyed. This table consists of four columns: from left to right, first column recorded the related activities followed by the options Yes, Maybe, and No. The table was filled applying the research question: “Would you like to do it again?” Figure 4 shows a part of the table used for the evaluation.

In order to determine how funny the game was to a child, the following evaluation steps were performed:
1. Smiley-o-meter was applied after the child had seen a promotional video about the game itself (Question 1 – Q1).
2. The child started interacting with the game for a session lasting about 20 minutes.
3. As soon as the session ended, the child was asked once again to complete Smiley-o-meter (Question 2 – Q2).
4. Finally, the child was asked to fill the “Again-Again Table” as it was introduced before.

Eventually 10 children, aged between five and 16 years, were the subjects of the evaluation. It was performed in a physiotherapy clinic in the city of Popayan. Most of the children were suffering from cognitive disabilities like Down syndrome, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and memory deficits. The participants were carefully chosen by the speech pathologist of the clinic responsible for directing the cognitive therapy program.

System development and prototyping

Bearing in mind Hopscotch® as the application and technology basis as well as the recommendations of the experts, four general modules in the game were defined as the basic structure of HapHop-Physio: Auditory Verbal Memory (AVM), Visual Memory (VM), Visual Attention (VA), and Auditory Attention (AA). Each module has a series of mini-games focusing on the same area.

1. First of all, the main objective of the AVM module is considered to be the enhancement of the ability to recognize and memorize different sounds, such as phonemes, syllables, words, and musical instruments. The patient must fulfill that task to recognize the sound through the dictation of phonemes and syllables. In the case of words and musical instruments, the sequences can vary between one and 12 elements.

2. The VM as the second module is related to the preservation of certain features of our senses associated with the visual experience.19 The main objective of this module is to increase the memory capacity of children using different sequences of images and text, managing to reduce learning difficulties.

3. Third, the VA module represents with the ability to perceive and focus on a specific visual stimulus in the presence of distracting images.19 Thus, seeking for the child to enhance the ability to separate relevant information from irrelevant, a player can be asked to indicate how many items have a certain image or select certain elements from the image.
4. Finally, the AA module represents the ability to perceive and focus on a particular sound in the presence of other distracting sounds. The aim of this module is similar to the previous one; however, it addresses sounds instead of images.

The HapHop-Physio mini-games are classified into four types according to their content: selection games, writing games, reaction games, and repeating sequences games. A particular game belongs to the first category in case the player must select the right response from a variety of options. In the case of writing games, the player must write the correct answer by using the mat. In the reaction games, the player must perform an action as a response to a stimulus. Finally, in the repeating sequences games, the player must memorize and repeat the sequence played in the same order.

The aforementioned four different game types are included in the structure with regard to each of the modules (Figure 5).

The main menu, the chosen character, and the four main modules are displayed as the first scene of the developed game (Figure 6).

Examples of two of the mini-games included in the product are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

The first mini-game is called “Words Sequence” and belongs to the AVM module. The second one is “Images Sequence” belonging to the VM module.

Being fun is one of the main features of a game. It allows to capture the attention of the player and to maintain the motivation; given that the interaction with the game is based on reacting to the information available through the mat, HapHop-Physio is an innovative technology that

---

**Figure 5** HapHop-Physio structure.

**Abbreviations:** AVM, Auditory Verbal Memory; VM, Visual Memory; VA, Visual Attention; AA, Auditory Attention.

**Figure 6** Main menu of the game (translated from the Spanish version of the game).
stimulates the experience of children through physical activity. A main character for the game was created to give it some identity. Taking into account the target audience of the game, children between six and 14 years with learning disabilities and the usage environment of the product as Colombia, a frog, were chosen. A story around the character and theme of the game (memory and attention) were created. The frog has lost its memory, is single, and does not know where its family is; the player must help the frog in remembering its past through a series of tests or mini-games by collecting items to “unblock” a memory flash card.

As mentioned, HapHop-Physio was developed following the main features of Hopscotch® through the Scrum methodology along with gamification elements, considering its final purpose as a rehabilitation game for children with learning disabilities. The first prototype was tested in a non-clinical environment probing its functionality on the software level, and the second HapHop-Physio prototype was evaluated in a clinical environment to probe user satisfaction (children’s fun).

Game evaluation
Testing the first prototype
A quantitative test was performed with the speech pathologist whose task was to guide the testing sessions. The System Usability Scale (SUS) was used to determine functionality of the game. SUS is a 10-item questionnaire with a Likert scale from 1 to 5. To calculate the score obtained by applying SUS, the following steps were followed:

1. Odd questions scores (1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) must be subtracted from 1.
2. Pair questions scores (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10) must be subtracted from 5 and the result is to be multiplied by −1.
3. Finally, the total scores are summed and the result is multiplied by 2.5 to obtain an evaluation scale from 0 to 100.

After applying the previous steps for the quantitative test of the product in SUS, the score we obtained was 87.5.

Evaluation of the second prototype
After the initial testing session, an evaluation of the game was performed in a clinical setting. The results of the satisfaction
evaluation of HapHop-Physio are summarized in Table 1. The expectation dimension (Smiley-o-meter) was measured quantitatively from 1 to 5, with 1 being awful and 5 being brilliant.

### Discussion

In relation to SUS, an expert sets out the best way to interpret the SUS results. According to this expert, any system with a score higher than 80.3 in the scale belongs to the 10% of the best rated systems. In this study, a score of 87.5 was obtained, which would position HapHop-Physio as a good rated system according to its functionality as an exer-learning game with rehabilitation purposes. Other researches have evaluated exer-games in terms of improving the physical activity in kids; however, none of them reported evaluation results on the functionality of the tool or its usability for the final users.

Regarding the results obtained from the Fun Toolkit, the expectation dimension started with 90% of the cases rating the game as “Brilliant”, and the qualification remains in 88% of the cases after the second question. The endurability dimension was measured according to the four modules of the game; between 70% and 80% of the children assured that they would like to play the games once again. In just one case, the kid did not answer the question from the endurability dimensions due to difficulties related with his disability.

From the overall evaluation, all the kids liked the game and had fun playing it. In general, none of them showed signs of boredom and instead they wanted to keep on playing once the session was completed. Children also seemed to be interested in the story behind the game, which motivated them to win the unlocking elements for the memories of the main character of the story. Regarding the interaction between the player and HapHop-Physio, we observed that the designed control mat of the game should be pretty resistant, because children were rude with the mat.

Until now, despite the positive results from the testing and evaluation sessions, it is important to conduct a formal case study that could bring up some conclusions regarding the potential therapeutic benefits in the health of children. This case study should be conducted with specialists in charge of the children following a validated instrument to measure the progress and improvement of the children in the therapies.

Evaluation of user satisfaction in children is considered a challenging task, especially in the group of children with disabilities. Future work will thus include the definition of instruments to provide a more objective evaluation than the existing qualitative questionnaires as presented in this paper. Some alternatives are foreseen as using psychophysiology sensors like EEG, EMG, and ECG in order to support the process.

### Limitations and shortcomings

Despite the good results obtained in the evaluation of functionality and user satisfaction (children’s fun), the limitations presented in this study are related to the following:

1. The number of participants in each test
2. The feasibility of the study in clinical terms since a study with a broader and deeper design and a longer period of application is required
3. The difficulty for some children to fill up or answer questions about their feelings and emotions
4. Lack of adaptation of the tests according to the cognitive disability of the children (e.g., Down syndrome, Autism Spectrum Disorder, ADHD)
5. The subjectivity in the responses provided by the children in the test, as these are biased by the knowledge of the children about themselves and their need for adult approval

### Table 1 Results from the Fun Toolkit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Expectation</th>
<th>Endurability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: F, female; M, male.
The final part of limitation described is part of a group of gaps taken into account to develop a future work around the measurement in a more objective way of the experience that the children with cognitive disabilities have around the interaction with the developed game.

Conclusion
HapHop-Physio is an exer-learning game developed according to the specifications from experts in the cognitive therapy area, meeting the rehabilitation needs of children with learning disabilities. HapHop-Physio is a usable and functional game that children with learning disabilities can use it in an easy way. The children expressed their desire to play again with the game and as they did it the first time, they had fun and enjoyed it, allowing us to confirm that due to the use of gamification elements as the main character and its story, the satisfaction evaluation was successful. In consequence, we consider the game as a good start for further clinical assessment of the game in order to verify the purpose for which the project is being built on: supporting cognitive therapies in children with cognitive disabilities.
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